
 
 

 
Santa Claus is not a lumber wholesaler.  But that’s no reason not to believe.  Why just last week, 
while schmoozing with the Clauses after delivering their annual order for a North Pole - 
(“weather is tough on that post up here”) – we shared a few Ho Ho’s and reflected on common 
aspects of our work. 
 
Scrutinizing the dressed square of coastal 6x6 appearance grade cedar (“It’s gotta look good in all 
them tourist snapshots”) Ms Claus articulated on the challenges of managing their annual 
inventory that calls for deliveries to be crammed into a single night shift.  I mostly listened in awe 
as she divulged secrets on perfecting just-in-time delivery.  While conceding that the switch to a 
tandem sled last year allowed them to accommodate ever increasing demand, it took several 
minutes to grasp the miracle of multiple drops – affected without even one stop-off charge.  In 
Santa’s updated workshop it’s evident that Ms Claus has streamlined paper flow as part of her 
new managerial duties.  Not surprisingly Santa is now plugged into e-mail – even contemplating 
internet hook-up.  Like a wholesale distributor, Santa’s dynamic and complex role encompasses 
much more than the transportation function. 
 
Amazingly, despite times of hyped up multiculturalism, feminism, nationalism, protectionism, 
separatism, and anti-most everythingism – all with their own brand of social and economic 
pressures – the Clauses demonstrate a confident air of adaptability.  What impressed us most, 
however, was Santa’s cheerful demeanor.  Undaunted by the prospects of inhospitably icy (albeit 
richly textured western red cedar shake) rooftops, or, converted-to-gas fireplace-fed chimneys – 
“No-o-o problem!” he laughed.  “It’s what I enjoy best.”  The twinkle in his eye betrayed old St. 
Nick.  Instantly it dawned.  The secret to his happiness lay in a shared discovery of learning how 
to enjoy doing what had to be done. Mere dreams?  Even countries need a dream for survival.  So 
do our children.  Santa still delivers the best visions of dancing sugar plums imaginable.  Stocking 
stuffers for the soul.  Dedication sewn into every territorial stitch of warmth.  Transcendent 
excellence.  Any Salvation Army or Christmas Cheer depot can attest to the seasonal magic that 
accompanies a Santa act of giving or sharing. 
 
Semantic quibbling aside, we concede Santa is unique.  We set out to deliver one brand new 
North Pole.  We came away enriched; convinced that the spirit of Santa identifies with that 
special category of people we call customers and supplying mills.  In ways – sometimes 
mysterious – they too help us convert the delivery of even small orders into a totally satisfying 
experience. 
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